Phil Preston - Biography
Medium Version (150)
Phil’s sought after by clients for his ability to guide and
support collaborative processes, helping avoid
unnecessary frictions, preventing project blowouts and
identifying growth opportunities.
His clients range from blue chip corporations through
to government departments and non-profit
organisations, and he’s worked in boardrooms,
basketball courts and the back of Bourke (literally).
As a speaker, he distills years of experience into
actionable learning, making use of storytelling,
audience interaction and a splash of dry humour for a
journey of insight and inspiration.

Long Version (260 words)
Phil’s sought after by clients for his ability to guide and
support collaborative processes, helping avoid
unnecessary frictions, preventing project blowouts and
identifying growth opportunities.
After a successful career leading high performance
teams in the investment industry, Phil set up his own
business to guide collaborations, blending technical
skills with his ability to manage the human side of the
process.
His clients range from blue chip corporations through
to government departments and non-profit
organisations and he’s worked in boardrooms,
basketball courts and the back of Bourke (literally).
As a speaker, he distills years of experience into
actionable learning, making use of storytelling,
audience interaction and a splash of dry humour for a
journey of insight and inspiration. Most importantly,
meeting event organisers’ objectives is his number one
goal.
Highlights include keynoting at future leaders
conferences, hosting a corporate VIP event at TEDx
Sydney and facilitating projects tackling indigenous
and youth employment challenges.
In 2013, Phil was invited by Harvard Business School’s
Professor Michael Porter and Mark Kramer to Boston
to help form a network of global ‘shared value’
practitioners. Their role is to help corporations use the
profit motive to tackle social and environmental
challenges. He has become a leading practitioner and
case study author in this field.
Apart from his professional work, Phil supports various
entrepreneurs, social enterprises and RUOK? Day
leadership events. He enjoys coﬀee, chocolate and red
wine, usually in that order, throughout the day, and is
the owner of a slightly crazed dog, a Jack Russell
called Gizmo, who once tore apart his mattress.

Highlights include keynoting at future leaders
conferences, hosting a corporate VIP event at TEDx
Sydney and facilitating projects tackling indigenous
and youth employment challenges.
Phil is also a leading practitioner in the ‘shared value'
field, where corporations use the profit motive to tackle
social and environmental challenges.
Phil enjoys coﬀee, chocolate and red wine, usually in
that order, throughout the day!

Short Version (50)
Phil supports and guides collaborative processes,
working with executives and leaders across the private,
public and social sectors.
As a speaker, he distills years of experience into
actionable learning, taking you on a journey of insight
and inspiration.
Phil enjoys coﬀee, chocolate and red wine, usually in
that order, throughout the day!
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If you have a question or additional
requirements, please contact Phil via
phil@philpreston.com.au
or call +61 408 259 633

